Required Text and Materials
Chem 350/Chem 360 Fall/Spring 2007/2008
1) Text: "Organic Chemistry Sixth Edition"
   • Author: L. G. Wade JR
   • Published by Pearson Prentice Hall
   • ISBN 0-13-147871-0

2) "Solutions Manual” for "Organic Chemistry Sixth Edition”
   • Authors J. W. Simek, L. G. Wade Jr.
   • Published by Pearson Prentice Hall
   • ISBN: 0-13-147882-6

3) Class Notes, for use in Class
   • The details on how these will be made available have not been determined yet. But you
     don’t need to order or buy or do anything until August. These will be copies of notes
     with lots and lots and lots of representative problems that I will discuss and work through
     in class. I will either have these printed and sold by the chemistry club (maybe $12 or
     so?). Or else I will make them available via the web-site, so that you can print them at
     your own convenience. The advantage of having chem club sell them would be that they
     could be printed doubled sided, they could be three-hole punched, and you’d have the
     whole pack for the semester, so you wouldn’t need to worry about printing new ones or
     punching them or finding a way to keep them organized, or killing twice as many trees by
     printing single sided rather than double sided.
   • In either case, I will make sure that I provide what you need for the first day of class. So
     you won’t need to have dealt with this before getting more information on whether you
     need to bring money to purchase manuals, or whether you’ll need to print them out.

Chem 355/Chem 365 Fall/Spring
1) Safety Goggles
2) A lab manual will be custom-printed and will be available only at MSUM come August
   and January.

Chem 210 Spring 2007
1) Text: "CHEMISTRY The Molecular Science, 2nd Edition"
   • Author: Moore/Stanitski/Jurs
   • Published by THOMSON Brooks/Cole

2) OWL web-based learning access
   • Available through the MSUM bookstore, or:
   • On-Line: OWL On-Line Access Code Purchase
     b. (If you bought a **new** book in the bookstore, or are using your book from the
        fall, you should already have an access code. If you bought a book from a friend,
        if they give you your access code you ought to be able to use their code without
buying a new one. However, access is good for only 12 months. Buying access code: on-line $35, bookstore $40)

3) **Recommended:** Student Solutions Manual: Detailed, step-by-step solutions to book problems

4) **Lab (Chem 210L):**
   - Safety Goggles
   - A lab manual will be custom-printed and will be available only at MSUM come January.
   - A record-keeping notebook will also be required, of particular format. Available at MSUM bookstore.